
Making Change Stick

1. GTD is about Focus

What focus then allows us to do

Be responsible for attention, open loops

Present, available for what we're doing

2. History
20 or 30 years ago David exploring vision

Concurrently with implementation tricks

3. Habit Change

Sliding back into the old grooves

New set of behaviors, aka GTD

Bigger topic: how do I create the results I want?

Making it stick, we can all relate to that

Or change gets thrust upon us

You need these two things

1.Information Seeing HOW to get from A to B

2.Inspiration

More than "I want", I have to have it!

Internal
Standards How long can you go without brushing your teeth?

Motivation

"If you have to go motivate yourself,
you're not motivated."

Emotions tied into motivation

Advertising

4. Mechanics of Focus & Vision

Enough faith that it might work

Can be tested scientifically

Healthy skeptics They get involved

50,000 thoughts per day

Unlimited ability to focus on what you want Invitation to get practical with this during the call

Comfort zone

Thermostat heating and A/C in a room

Setting and reality match up Cruise control

Turns on when there is a mismatch

Nervous system gets used to the pattern

# of dirty glasses in living room until you
have to handle it

Mismatch of inner settings creates conflict in relationships

You weren't aware of how that would show up

Rocket on course to the moon, wobble is
built in and course corrected Feedback mechanism to correct

Nervous system can't tell the difference
between a well imagine thought and
reality!

Patterning the nervous system

Olympic athletes use up to 70% of time to
focus, rest to train

5. Behaviors for refocusing

"If you truly had the magic wand..." then WHAT?

Pick an example right now to think about

Pretend

Pre- ahead of time

Tend- tenere, to grasp or to hold

To gras ahold of something ahead of time

Imagine what done looks like, then make it happen

Imagine it happening, suspend the part
that says "that's not real"

Change what's relevant by changing your focus

Identification

i.e. I am a parent

Deeper sense of focus

Creates unconscious process

Don't have to focus anymore, it's automatic

Hold the image

Danger of wanting to see "how" before
you see yourself doing it

i.e. See yourself doing the weekly review

Needs to be clear, positive, present, believable

Comfortable being uncomfortable
You can make it the norm to tolerate
some discomfort

Tie emotion into it

6. Areas for using imagery

Physical body

Family

Finances

Fun

Relationships

Service

Spiritual life

Goals

Motivation

Experiences we want

7. Getting the Information

Reticular activating system

Filters information, blinds us to some information

Selective hearing - parents wake up for
baby's cry, not loud music

Unconsciously made conscious of information

New ADD / ADHD research related to this part of brain

Good and bad news that we have this filterWe could be looking right at it, not noticing

Limiting patterns in my psyche

"Oh it's one of these meetings, a bunch of
jerks, waste of time..."

Existing belief systems are based on reality

Assume things are the same

"What if you're friends talked to you like
you talked to yourself?"

How do we program that software?

What do you notice when you walk into a room?
Based on relevance

Relevance can be changed based on your focus

8. Where are you pointing your creativity?

The brain delivers what you focus on

No moral filter, the brain just obeys where
you point the focus

77% of adults self talk is negative

Danger of a negative thought while you're in training/event
Australian bicyclists on dangerous bridge

Martial arts

"You won't see how to do it until you see
yourself doing it. "

9.Three Key Areas

Images

Goals, affirmations, ideal scenarios, scripting

Scripting a billboard for yourself

Reprogramming the pictures

Models

Seeing demonstrations of it

Make it believable and real

Coaches & mentors

Activities

Acting as ifHow would I handle this if I were that way...

Fake it til you make it

Dress for success

Start moving in that direction

Trick yourself into physical involvementPay money, invest something

10. Q&A

Intention Journal
Doesn't matter positive or negative

Robot to randomly show me those images

Lisa

Shifting focusWhat's the experience you're after

"If it were not an issue then what"

Successful outcome thinking

KevinTeaching this to kidsPick something they can be successful at

John

Breaking free groupthink, pressue

Have an alternative plan

What would you like to have different?

Build in flexibility and balance

Focus on the experience

Visualize alternatives

Walk through worst case thinkingRelease the fear

MichaelPictures versus wordsVisual vs. auditory learning styles

Kevin B

How do you keep from overload
during the WR?

I have 65 left to do

Describe the experience you would have
without that problem

Use imagery in an emergency
circumstanceDescribe the situation otherwise

Beth

I don't know how to get there, so just hold
the focus on the positiveThe "yeah, but" voice

Write the affirmation on left side of the
page, write the negative on the right hand
sideThe positive will win out

When you're inspired in the moment, you
think you'll never not be againFalling off, getting back on

Mike S

Testing affirmations

Build in rituals around using affirmations

Willing to invest in the process enough to
trust it's worth doing

We need blinders to keep focused, build in structure

Tim

Make it real, involve the senses

Get around it physically, engage

Affirmations enrich the action process
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